Report: Reflections on Art About Not Making Art

Art About Not Making Art
My productivity clock reads
Maybe you’re bad at
Being an artist
Is it to late to become an

I think about art all the time.
I do so much art in my head.

Accountant?

Probably.

I love art. I care about art.

I believe everyone is an
artist

(Don’t want to think about this arts degree HECS debt)

I love people deeply - and
want them to experience art.

So what am I?

Working in the arts professionally is a difficult and probably stupid career choice at the best of times.
But someone has got to do it, right?

I propose all artists collectively decide to give up.
No more art. All of us have quit.
It has become too difficult and we cannot be bothered anymore.
IT WAS A GOOD RIDE, but it is finally over.

Do you have any ENTRY LEVEL positions open?

It is a difficult time for most people. The world is changing
rapidly.
It is easy to feel stuck. It is easy to be stuck.
Literally stuck at home for months of the year.

Part privilege to be stuck - in a system where the most underpaid workers must put their lives at risk to survive.
But hey! Check out Woolworths stocks though

LOVE
AND
COMM
UNITY
We must work for it every day.

Stuck…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
So much of my life has happened in the same few spaces I visit every day.
Canvases that have been painted over 500 times.
Spaces. Sense Memories. Raw Materials. Sounds.
Becoming aware of the details I have never noticed.
Finding the evidence of my occupation. The marks I have left in the space.

NOW LET’S TALK BUSINESS
A recession is the perfect time to build your career!

INVOICE #20202020202020
TO:
Big rich business man.
DESCRIPTION:
Very good art.
Total: $500,000,000.02

For $300,000,000 I also offer “pretty good art”

For $200,000,000 you can get the “basic
art, no frills” package

I will also babysit for $30/hr.

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
★★★★★

“Excellent art! Very fast delivery, made me question my existence. Five stars.”
★★★

“This art gave me food poisoning. Three stars.”
★★★★★

“I did not attend this art. Instead I watched the Big Bang Theory at home. Five stars.”
★

“This art was not like the other art I’ve seen. One star.”
★★★★★

“This art was not like the other art I’ve seen. Five stars.”
★★★★

“Hilarious!!!! The cast was great. The direction was fantastic. But it forgot to talk about Global
Warming. Four stars.”
★★

“I could have made art just like this at home for way cheaper. Two stars.”
★★★★★

“I don’t know what that was, but I feel glad to be alive to see it. Five stars.”
★★★★★

“Attending this art event made me feel like I am better than everyone else. Five stars.”

Good art.

Funded art.

Accessible art.
Plentiful art.

Art for fun. Art for friendship.

Art for community. Art for understanding.
Art for rebellion. Art for revolution.

We will not give up. Not yet.

